Stack Rocks to St Govan's
Wheelchair 'Walk'

**SCALE:**

**DISTANCE:** 3.1 miles (4.9 km)

**PUBLIC TRANSPORT:** Coastal Cruiser (wheelchair accessible - runs to Stack Rocks weekends and bank holidays only)

**CHARACTER:** Military track on limestone cliff. Suitable for all terrain wheelchairs and robust mobility scooters

**SAFETY FIRST!**
- Take great care when on the Coast Path
- Stay on the path and away from cliff edges
- Wear boots and warm, waterproof clothing
- Take extra care in windy and/or wet conditions
- Always supervise children and dogs
- Leave gates and property as you find them
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Stack Rocks to St Govan’s
Wheelchair ‘Walk’

Superb path / bridleway 4.9 km with various surfaces. Gradients acceptable (Fieldfare standard); cross fall negligible. Track in most cases not immediate to the cliff but commands fine views over limestone cliff scenery. Because of variable nature of surface and length involved this stretch may be more suitable for adventure chairs. Users of electric chairs report they have completed the route. Five difficult gates. Even on cool, sunny days the sunburn effect can be serious – sunscreen and water should be carried.

Closed during Army range firing times - usually open evenings and weekends. For firing times tel. 01646 662280. No seats. Toilets at Freshwater West (not nearby) and Bosherston car park.

Adventure 4.9 km.